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Dakar 2017 – Joan Barreda – Monster Energy Honda Team – Honda CRF450 Rally



While the rally is about to leave Bolivia to 
come back to Argentina, the provisional results are 
mixed for the teams supported technically by Mo-
tul during this Dakar that's as difficult as expected. 
Or even more difficult… In Moto, all four Monster 
Energy Honda Team musketeers were penalised 
by one hour but refuse to be discouraged. Their 
performances show they are right! The five RZR 
1000s of Xtreme Plus Polaris Factory Team are 
the only survivors of SSV class. Brazilian, Leandro 
Torres, is the undisputed leader of that class.  
Among the main obstacles encountered by the 
contenders, mention can be made of the terrain, 
some navigation subtleties, extreme altitudes, 
temperatures over 40° in Argentina and disastrous 
weather in Bolivia. Heavy rainfall hastened the can-

cellation of stage 6 Oruro-La Paz. The following 
stage, start of the marathon stage, also had to be 
shortened.
Two Honda riders would be fighting for the win 
had they not been penalised for having refuelled 
outside the scheduled zone. 'We must continue 
battling it out,' repeated Paulo Gonçalves, who 
ranked best in the evening of Monday 9 January 
in 8th place. Joan Barreda and Ricky Brabec res-
pectively won the third and seventh stage but lost 
more than half an hour by going astray in the fifth.
Several privateer contenders are doing better than 
just getting by on two or four wheels, such as Fran-
co Caimi (Honda South America Rally Team), 2nd 
of the rookies, or Christian Lavieille 1st of his class 
on a Toyota.

DAKAR RALLY
ARGENTINA & BOLIVIA

ONE HOUR OFF BLISS
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Sunderland (KTM)

Quintanilla (Husqvarna) +17’45’’

Van Beveren (Yamaha) +22’16

Gonçalves (Honda) +1h05’22’’

Barreda (Honda) +1h14’47’’

01
02
03
08 
09

STANDINGS

Chrisian Lavieille 
Team Land Cruiser Toyota Autobody

Toyota Land Cruiser



The Russians are the big specialists of ice-cove-
red oval circuits. The game consists in competing 
four by four at the wheel of powerful machines that 
are brakeless but fitted with tyres studded with 
four hundred 28 mm studs! The Russian cham-
pionship, which finished on 8 January in Shadrinsk, 
is therefore of a very high level and comes before 
the world  competitions that start straight after. By 
bagging the title with Motul's technical support,  
Dmitry Koltakov, keeps his hope of regaining the 
international glory lost by a narrow margin to Dmi-
try Shostakovich in March 2016.
The Russian season began in mid-December by 
half-finals organised simultaneously in Shadrinsk, 
Outface and Neftekamsk. Those who qualified 
spent the Christmas weekend in Togliatti before 

heading for Shadrinsk two weeks later. These two 
final events were fiercely contended, so much so 
that additional races had to be organised to find 
a new champion. Dmitry Koltakov and Igor Kono-
nov did not cease to exchange first place, while 
the defending world champion, Dmitry Khomitse-
vich, was lying in ambush. They finally arrived in 
that order.
The FIM Ice Speedway Gladiators World Cham-
pionship, for which Motul is a main partner,  has 
already started its qualifyings in Ylitornio, Finland, 
on 7 January. The maiden event has already al-
lowed six riders to be selected, including former 
Russian world champion, Daniil Ivanov. Dmitry 
Koltakov and other major favourites will come on 
stage in Strömsund, Sweden, on 14 January.

ICE SPEEDWAY  
CHAMPIONSHIP OF RUSSIA
SHADRINSK

KOLTAKOV, RUSSIAN CHAMP  
PENDING THE WORLD  
CHAMPIONSHIP
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Dmitry Koltakov, 43+3 pts

Igor Kononov, 43+2 pts

Dmitry Khomitsevich, 40 pts
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03

STANDINGS

Dmitry Koltakov

01 st



The 9th staging of the Africa Eco Race, partne-
red by Motul, reached Mauritania on Sunday 8 Ja-
nuary after a long trek through Morocco. The event 
offers a fine array of delights with piloting, naviga-
tion, dunes and fast or technical tracks or ones 
that are both at the same time! The weather also 
exacerbates the difficulties faced by the conten-
ders. Buggies  traditionally have reason to rejoice 
in this off-road rally, as shown by the event director,  
Jean-Louis Schlesser, who has often won with this 
type of racing machine in Africa and elsewhere. 
Motul supports technically several teams which 
have made this choice. Thierry Magnaldi's Ford 
2WD enlivened the first week before encountering 
a mechanical glitch, requiring it to be towed and 

leading to a ten hours penalty. But MD Rally Sport 
Optimuses are ready to take over. 
Team Magnaldi-Borsotto was keeping pressure 
up on the leading Mini when a technical problem 
stopped them the day after the rest day in Dakhla. 
It's a pity because the 2WD Buggy had just won 
two specials one after the other. 
At MD Rally Sport, a good result is on the cards for 
Thomasse and Housieaux who are contending for 
3rd place. They can even reasonably aim for first 
runner-up. Mathieu Serradoni's LCR had its share 
of troubles at the start of the event, so its good 
Sunday result was therefore welcome. 'I'm dedica-
ting this win to my mechanics who disassembled 
the car from A to Z in Dakhla to repair it properly.'

WHEN A BUGGY BUGS…
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Vasilyef-Zhiltsov (Mini)

Cherednikov-Tsyro (Ford) +1h40’35’’

Thomasse-Larroque (Optimus) +1h47’31’’
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02
03

STANDINGS

Pascal Thomasse -Pascal Larroque
MD Rallye Sport

Optimus

AFRICA ECO RACE
MOROCCO – MAURITANIA



The saloon car is Franck Lagorce's Mazda 3 
which won race 2 at Isola 2000… but it's with a 
coupe that Jean-Philippe Dayraut broke away in 
the Andros Trophy standings. At the wheel of team 
Classic & Modern Racing's BMW M2, Jean-Philippe 
indeed combined a win on Friday and a podium on 
Saturday. Motul's colours shone brightly on 6 and 7 
January, two steps from the Italian border. 
Jean-Philippe Dayraut did the ground work for his 
win in race 1 in the qualifyings and needed no ur-
ging to finish off the good work in the final. Franck 
Lagorce took over the following day and pulled off 
a similar performance with Superpole to boot. 'It's 
a human victory even more than a racing win. Gi-

ving Mazda this first success of the season is quite 
simply  magical' stated former Ligier F1 driver. 
Eddy Bénézet is no longer more than two points 
off his goal in Elite. The driver of the BMW Classic 
& Modern Racing #6 mounted the two podiums at  
Isola 2000 and today boasts six podiums in eight 
races.  
The AMV Cup motorcycles can all count on Mo-
tul's technical support. For the first time of the 
season, the win slipped through Sylvain and Vivian 
Dabert's fingers but the brothers of Team Trebad, 
partnered technically by Motul, are still in control in 
the standings of the series that slides 'faster than 
its shadow'.

FRENCH ICE ANDROS TROPHY
ISOLA 2000

WINNING SALOON CAR  
AND COUPE
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Jean-Philippe Dayraut, 462 pts

Jean-Baptiste Dubourg, 446 pts

Benjamin Rivière, 426 pts

Franck Lagorce, 412 pts

01
02
03
05

STANDINGS

Jean-Philippe Dayraut
CMR

B.M.W. M2



To get a grasp of the expansion of the Asian 
Le Mans Series, just look back one year when the 
Thai round attracted just 16 contenders. 27 right 
feet accelerated when the light turned green on 
8 January in Buriram. Three hours later, Algarve 
Pro Racing, partnered technically by Motul, came 
away with a double podium.  
The team whose head office is not far from the 
Portuguese circuit of Portimao had decided to 
reshuffle its teams prior to this penultimate meet 
to increase its chances in the Drivers Cham-
pionship. Frenchie Andréa Pizzitola was thus tea-
med with Italian Andrea Roda and American Matt 
McMurry. They took their Nissan Ligier JS P2 #25 
to 2nd place at the arrival, but their task is likely to 
be tough in Sepang where the verdict will come 

on 22 January. The present leaders indeed have 
a sufficient lead to prepare for the challenge. As 
motorsports are not an exact science, a surprise 
does remain possible. The team's second car 
came 3rd with Munemann, Kim and Patterson 
successively behind the wheel of the Ligier #24. 
Team Wineurasia, which represents Motul's co-
lours in LMP3, reached the arrival 5th placed of 
the category.  
Clearwater Racing recently announced its inten-
tion to participate in the FIA WEC (World Endu-
rance Championship), subject to the selection 
committee's approval. The Singaporean team 
had to content itself with 6th place in GT in Thai-
land but remains in the running to keep its title of 
AsLMS champion.

ALGARVE PRO RACING ON  
TWO STEPS OF THE PODIUM

Jackie Chan DC Racing, 69 pts

Algarve Pro Racing #25, 50 pts

Algarve Pro Racing #24, 45 pts
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STANDINGS

Andrea Pizzitola-Andrea Roda-Matt McMurry
Algarve Pro Racing Team

Ligier JS P2
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ASIAN LE MANS SERIES
BURIRAM


